














































ABSTRACT: The supergeometry of static 2 + 1 dimensional black hole solutions is dis-
cussed. The geometry of the black hole solutions corresponds to the group manifold
SL(2; R) with certain discrete identications. After imbedding SL(2; R) in the super-
group OSp(1j 2;R), the generators of the action of the supergroup which commute with
these identications are found. These yield the supersymmetries for the black hole as found
in recent studies. It is also shown that in the limit of vanishing cosmological constant, the
M = 0 black hole vacuum becomes a null orbifold, a solution previously discussed in the
context of string theory.
1. Introduction
Gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions has no local dynamics. Classical solutions to the theory
in the absence of matter are locally at [1], or have constant curvature, if a cosmological
constant is present [2]. Nevertheless, non-trivial global eects are possible and can yield
interesting solutions such as black holes [3]. A useful way of describing vacuum solutions
to 2+1 gravity is in terms of a quotient construction. One begins with a simple symmetric
space
~
S and identies points under the action of a discrete subgroup, I, of its isometry
group, G, to obtain a spacetime, S. The xed points of the group action correspond to
singularities of S. The residual symmetry group of the spacetime is the subgroup H  G
that commutes with I.
In this paper, we study the supergeometry of the static black hole solutions. In
Section 2, we review the 2+1 dimensional black hole solutions focusing attention on their
construction as quotients from the group manifold SL(2; R). We also discuss how in the
limit of vanishing cosmological constant, the M = 0 black hole becomes the null orbifold
of string theory. In Section 3, the solutions are imbedded in the supergroup OSp(1j 2;R).
The generators of the action of the isometry supergroup which commute with the black hole
identications are found. The even generators yield Killing vectors. The odd generators
can be put into correspondence with two component spinors. We obtain the same number
of Killing vectors and spinors as found in studies of their supersymmetric properties [4][5]
in the context of 2 + 1 dimensional anti-deSitter supergravity [6].
Factors of G are included. To compare with [3][4][5], set G = 1=8.
2. 2+1 Dimensional Black Hole Solutions






= 0;  < 0: (2:1)























; 0 <  < 2 (2:2)
where l  ( )
 1=2
: For various ranges of M , (2.2) describes the following solutions:
(1) M > 0 corresponds to a black hole with event horizon located at r = l
p
8GM and
singularity at r = 0.
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< M < 0 are solutions with a naked conical singularity at r = 0.




Every solution to (2.1) in 2 + 1 dimensions corresponds to three dimensional anti-
deSitter space locally. However, since one is still free to make discrete identications, the
solution can dier globally. Three dimensional anti-deSitter space is most easily described



































const: Anti-deSitter space is the covering space obtained by unwinding the circle.
The isometry group of three dimensional anti-deSitter space is the subgroup of the
isometry group of the at space (2.4) which leaves (2.3) invariant. This is SO(2; 2) with
rotations in the T  W plane which dier by 2n not identied. The hypersurface (2.3)
describing three dimensional anti-deSitter space is the group manifold of SL(2; R) as can
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g! AgB; A;B 2 SL(2; R): (2:7)
























as generators of SL(2; R). We now discuss how one can obtain the solutions (2.2) by







* The black hole solutions as quotients of three dimensional anti-deSitter space by a subgroup
of SO(2; 2) were discussed in [3].
2
2.1. M > 0: Black Hole Solutions




) [7] dened by the imbedding
T = ~r cosh
~

























valid for l < ~r <1 and
T = ~r cosh
~





























t have innite range because they parameterize boosts
in the T   X space and W   Y space. The coordinates break down at ~r = l. In terms
































 2 ( 1;1): (2:11)
The black hole is now obtained by identifying
~
 with period 2
p
8GM where M is the












one obtains the black hole metric (2.2) where  has the canonical period 2.
Translations in
~
 by  are seen from (2.9) to correspond to boosts in the T  X plane












Thus, the black hole is obtained by identifying points in three dimensional anti-deSitter






























; n integer (2:15)
where L
3
is given in (2.8). The set of xed points of g under the identication (2.15) is
fT = X = 0g, and from (2.10) and (2.12) is seen to correspond to the singularity r = 0.
3
2.2. M = 0 Black Hole





















; 0 <  < 2: (2:16)
We rst obtain its ! 0 (l!1) limit which should describe a locally at metric. Dene
the new coordinate
v = 2t+ 2l
2
=r; (2:17)














; 0 <  < 2: (2:18)
Now, as l!1, (2.18) has the smooth limit
ds
2




; 0 <  < 2: (2:19)
(2.19) is the metric for a null orbifold and has been considered previously in the context
of string theory [8]. It has zero curvature and, as we now recall, can be obtained by
identifying three-dimensional Minkowski space under the action of a discrete subgroup of
the Lorentz group.
The metric for three-dimensional Minkowski space in terms of null coordinates U =
T  X; V = T +X is
ds
2
=  dUdV + dY
2
: (2:20)








: V ! V
0









is called a null boost or null rotation and can be obtained by conjugating a Euclidean
rotation of angle  by a boost of velocity v in the simultaneous limit that v ! c and ! 0








maps each U = const: null plane into itself and
leaves the null line
L = fU = Y = 0g (2:22)
4
invariant. The orbits of N
E
; E 2 R form parabolas in the U = const: 6= 0 planes. The
parabolas become steeper as U ! 0, and in the U = 0 plane, the orbits become lines
parallel to the V -axis









The metric (2.19) describes three-dimensional Minkowski space identied under the
action of N
E
: To see this, dene coordinates consistent with the action of N
E
in the
following sense. For a given U 6= 0, associate to each point (U; V; Y ), the coordinates


















This denes the coordinate transformation
U = u




between (u; v; ) and (U; V; Y ).  parameterizes orbits of the group action. Now, identify-
ing points under the action of I = fN
E
; E = 2n; n integerg corresponds to making  per-






; 0   < 2
which is indeed (2.19) with r replaced by u. The invariant null line L (2.22) corresponds
to the singularity u = 0.
The null orbifold shares some features of Misner space [9]. The action of the group of
identications, I, is not properly discontinuous and the resulting manifold is not Hausdorf.
By excising either the fU = 0; Y > 0g or fU = 0; Y < 0g halfplane, one obtains the
maximal Hausdorf extension, but at the cost of geodesic incompleteness. Also like Misner
space, as a result of the identications, there exist closed null curves on the U = 0 plane.
It should be noted that it is also possible to construct a distinct solution from the same
group of identications I by identifying only those points which lie on the U = 0; Y > 0
half-plane. This yields a solution describing a particle moving at the speed of light [10].
Let us return to the case of the M = 0 black hole (2.18). Like the null orbifold, the
M = 0 black hole can also be obtained by identifying points under the action of a null
5
boost, but now in three dimensional anti-deSitter space rather than at space. Consider
coordinates in three dimensional anti-deSitter space dened by the following imbedding
U  T  X = r













Translations ( !  + ) correspond to null boosts (2.21) in (U; V; Y ) with W xed. r
in (2.26) labels the U = const: null surfaces which N
E
leaves invariant. Identifying points
under the action of
I = fN
2n
; n integerg (2:27)
corresponds to making  periodic in 2. Substituting (2.26) into (2.4), we obtain the
M = 0 black hole solution (2.18). Translations in v also preserve the metric (2.18) and
correspond to null boosts in the (U; V;W ) space with Y xed. The set of xed points of I
are
L = fU = Y = 0;W =  lg (2:28)
and from (2.26) is seen to correspond to the singularity r = 0. (2.28) is a null geodesic in
three dimensional anti-deSitter space. Hence, we nd that the M = 0 black hole vacuum
has a null singularity.























; M = 0




















; n integer: (2:31)
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2.3. M < 0 Solutions with Naked Singularities



















X = ~r cos
~



































 now parameterize rotations in the T  W and X   Y planes. The solution is now
obtained by identifying
~
 periodically with period 2
p












one obtains (2.2) where  has canonical period 2.
From (2.5), a rotation of angle  in the X   Y plane takes the form (2.7)
g!

cos =2   sin =2




cos =2 sin =2
  sin =2 cos =2

: (2:35)
Hence, the M < 0 solution is obtained by identifying points in three dimensional anti-






































The xed points of the group action are fX = Y = 0g, and from (2.32) is seen to correspond
to the singularity r = 0. These solutions are the anti-deSitter analog of the conical solution
[1] and were rst constructed in [2].
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3. Supergeometry
In this section, we study the supergeometry of the black hole solutions. After imbed-
ding the black hole spacetime in the supergroup OSp(1j 2;R), one nds the generators
of the isometry group of the supergroup which commute with the black hole identica-
tions. The even generators yield the usual Killing vectors. However, in addition, there
are odd generators of the isometry group of OSp(1j 2;R) which are consistent with the
black hole identications. These can be put into correspondence with two-component
spinors. We nd the same number of these Killing spinors as were found in studies of their
supersymmetric properties [4][5]. Let us now review the construction of the supergroup
OSp(1j 2;R).
3.1. OSp(1j 2;R)
Consider a Grassmann algebra, A, generated by one Grassmann element, 
A = fz = a + b; a; b 2 R; 
2
= 0g: (3:1)
















































g = 0; f; 
a
g = 0: (3:4)
The condition that M preserves the line element (3.3) implies the relations
ad  bc = 1
c  a =  
d  b =  :
(3:5)
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Since these are three relations for 8 parameters, OSp(1j 2;R) is ve dimensional.
OSp(1j 2;R) contains SL(2; R) as a subgroup










; ad  bc = 1

 OSp(1j 2;R): (3:6)
Consider the following basis for the Lie algebra osp(1j2;R). The even generators are






























































































































As we now show, the adjoint action of the SL(2; R) subgroup induces an SO(2; 1)
transformation on the sl(2; R) subalgebra and an SL(2; R) transformation on the odd
generators Q










2 SL(2; R) (3:10)






induces the transformation on the basis (2.8)
L
3























































(3.11) ((3.12)) is an SO(2; 1) transformation preserving inner product (3.13) with h and  h

































































then under the adjoint action, the spinors transform in the fundamental or spinor repre-
sentation (3.16) of SL(2; R).
A vector on the SL(2; R) submanifold of OSp(1j 2;R) at the point g (3.6) can be
decomposed into a vector w tangent to SL(2; R) and a transverse odd vector eld  

















;  = a;  =

b: (3:19)
A right invariant basis of vector elds on SL(2; R) can be obtained by left multiplica-
tion of (3.6) by the generators (3.7) and (3.8). The three vector elds obtained from (3.7)
are a right invariant basis of vector elds tangent to SL(2; R) while the two odd vectors










































using (3.18) and (3.19).
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3.2. Killing Spinors in Anti-deSitter Space





, while the isome-


















. Anti-deSitter space therefore has six Killing vectors and
four Killing spinor elds. The Killing spinors are generated by the two odd generators, Q

,















g =  
 
(3:22)







































In terms of two-component spinors (3.21), the four Killing spinors (3.22) and (3.23)



































Note that as expected (3.24) reduces to Q

at the identity fa = d = 1; b = c = 0g. Using
the correspondence (2.5) with three dimensional anti-deSitter space
a = T +X; b = Y  W
c = Y +W; d = T  X;
(3:25)



































One can express these in any coordinate system fq
i
g by substituting the corresponding
imbedding T = T (q
i
); W =W (q
i
); : : : in (3.26). Recall that these are the spinor compo-
nents with respect to the right invariant basis (3.20). To express them in a dierent basis
such as the one used in [4][5], one performs the appropriate local Lorentz transformation.
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3.3. Killing Spinors and Vectors in the Black Hole Backgrounds
We now obtain the Killing spinors in the background of the black hole solution. The
isometry group, H, of the identied space corresponding to the black hole is the subgroup
of the full isometry group






that commutes with the identication group I
[H; I] = 0: (3:28)
The even elements of the Lie algebra of H yield the Killing vectors while the odd elements
yield the Killing spinors.
Let us now consider each of the three ranges ofM discussed in Section 2. Using (3.9),









(M > 0) (3:29)
implying there are
2 Killing vectors and 0 Killing spinors (M > 0): (3:30)





For the M = 0 black hole vacuum, using (3.9) we nd that there are four generators




















2 Killing vectors and 2 Killing spinors (M = 0): (3:32)

















































Note again, these are the Killing spinors in the right invariant basis (3.20). To express
them in a dierent basis such as the one used in [4][5], one performs the appropriate local
Lorentz transformation.














( 1=8G <M < 0) (3:35)
implying
2 Killing vectors and 0 Killing spinors (M < 0): (3:36)














: By a similar analysis, it should be possible to obtain the Killing spinors for
the rotating black hole solutions [11].
We can also recover the Killing vectors and spinors for the self-dual backgrounds
considered in [12]. The group of identications I for a causally well-behaved self-dual
solution is a subgroup of one of the SL(2; R) factors, say SL(2; R)
L
, generated by a
spacelike generator. Since the left and right factors commute, there are two Killing spinors
and three Killing vectors coming from OSp(1; 2jR)
R
. From SL(2; R)
L
, there are zero
Killing spinors and one Killing vector. Hence, for the self-dual solution there are in total
four Killing vectors and two Killing spinors.
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